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Introduction

Let's begin with the Why:
If your data is misrepresented or presented ineffectively, key insights and understanding
are lost, which hurts both your message and your reputation. This catalogue will walk
you through the basics of data visualisations, help you choose the right chart for your
data, and give you practical design tips and pointers to make sure you avoid rookie
mistakes. It’s everything you need to help your data make a big impact.

Chart Types

On multiple pages, you’ll notice a ‘read more’ box. These are sources and live links that
will direct you to more information on the respective subject. On the left, you will find a
list of all the content in the guide. To simplify navigation, all the list items are linked to
their pages. All you need to do is click on a specific title and the corresponding section
will open up.
We hope for this guide to serve as a fun introduction to the basics of data visualisation.
No copyright infringement intended. All the sources have been suitably credited.
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Your data is only as good as
your ability to understand and
communicate it, which is why
choosing the right visualisation
is essential.
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What is Data Visualisation?
Data is only as good as it is presented.
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Introduction

At its core, Data Visualisation is the process of displaying complex data to more easily
understand the underlying meaning. Its main goal is to communicate data which is more
accessible, understandable and usable to the stakeholders.
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Principles

by Google Design

Data visualisations are designed to make it easy to compare data and use it to tell a story – both
of which can help users in decision making. Below are a list of 6 Strategies for designing a chart
by Google’s new data visualisation guideines.
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Introduction

Be honest
Data accuracy and integrity come first. Don’t distort or
confuse the information for embellishment or partiality.
Emphasise clarity and transparency.

Image source: Google Design

Lend a helping hand
Provide context and help users navigate the data. Build
affordances that prioritize data exploration and comparison.
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Delight users
Always exceed expectations. Consider performance, polish,
surprise, and innovation. Embrace dynamic, fast, and clever
experiences.

Data Dashboards
Data Visualisation Libraries

Image source: Google Design

Source: https://medium.com/google-design/redefining-data-visualisation-at-google-9bdcf2e447c6
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Reach

Give clarity of focus
Reduce cognitive load and focus on what matters. Every
action, colour, and visual element should support data
insights and understanding.
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Image source: Google Design

Embrace scale
Adapt visualisations for different device sizes, while
anticipating user needs on data depth, complexity, and
modality.that emphasise exploration and comparison.

Chart Types

Image source: Google Design

Provide structure
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Guidelines

Use visual attributes to convey hierarchy, provide structure,
and improve consistency. Experiences should be intuitive
and easy to use.
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Process

by IBM Design

If you’re new to data vis, breaking down the complexity into steps can help you get
started. As you grow, you’ll find the process to be more iterative, where you might skip
steps or fluidly move back and forth.
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Identify your users and get to know their problems. In order to convey accurate messages,
try to understand the topic deeply, even becoming a domain expert of the field when
possible. Then, map users mental models, the flows of information they deal with, and stories
of jobs to be done. Rely on simple charts up front and don’t be intimidated by Excel sheets
with huge amounts of data. Define a point of view or hypothesis according to your target
and purpose.
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2
Understand and clean data
Start to look at your data set for its structure and the typologies of data included (strings,
numbers, dates). Analyze various rows and columns by observing their relationship and
implications. Clarify requirements and how your data will be included within the tool or
product. Ask yourself: Is the data going to be real time? Will there be a periodic update of
data? Will future updates have different variations and which “ranges” should I consider?
To clean data: look for inconsistencies, remove duplicates, and check for character encoding.
Leverage tools for data checking and validation to continue refinement of your data set. Pay
particular attention to similarity between entities in your data set (e.g. a misunderstanding of
Congo versus the Democratic Republic of Congo).
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Model data and check for visual validity
Check your initial hypothesis: group elements into categories or create alternative data
structures. Verify numerical possibilities to observe data behaviors. If there is time for
advanced analysis, include secondary, external data sets in order to look for meaningful
layers and additional points of view. Apply multiple data manipulations in order to remodel
the data set into a structure better suited for your intentions.
Rely on simple visual representations of data to identify patterns and trends or to verify a
hypothesis. Use basic visual models to actually see the data, especially when the data set is
too big to be understood directly. Visualisation can help you focus on the real topic and find
an interesting entry point for a story. Do not consider visual validation as the final point of
your data exploration. This process is meant to be iterative; model or clean data any time you
find something to investigate and move on when you are confident in your analysis.
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Structure and style

The essence of a powerful data vis relies on your decisions of what to emphasise and what
to hide in order to convey a message. Avoid presets, automation, and short cuts at first to
constrain your focus on content. Try to represent the information in new ways imagined
from scratch. Consider the interaction behaviors that will allow your design to drive useful
insights. Draft different versions of your design and try a variety of charts. Consider this as a
cyclical step in your process until you find a solid base structure from which to reintroduce
your data set.
Next, work with colour palettes, typography and line weights to make your visualisation look
like IBM and be harmonious. Don’t limit your thinking to basic bar charts and line graphs if
you feel stuck with an existing model, but aim for an appropriateness and reduce reinventing
the wheel when possible. Pushing the boundaries is all about searching for a better truth to
the data. Consider two key principles when exploring:
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Expressiveness principle: Say everything you want to say—no more, no less—and don’t
mislead.
Effectiveness principle: Use or create the best method available to show your data
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Test and iterate

Set up heuristic evaluations and usability tests. Walk users through prototypes and run stress
tests with small and large data sets to look for edge cases. Gather impressions and opinions
from users, or for more general visualisations, people who have never seen the project. Don’t
worry if you have to start over and refine your initial hypothesis. Visual representations of
data are not always easy to understand on the first try, and even small usability changes
can solve big problems. Always use research as a means to influence iterations and justify
necessary changes.
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Refine and implement

Fix last details in your style and animation. Look for bugs and functional errors. Collaborate
with your developer to determine the best tools and libraries for building the data vis.
Once you review the designs in code for accessibility, globalisation, etc., do a final spot
check of your work with another designer. Check your vis for the following common human
perception pitfalls:
People don’t go in order. Our pacing happens in “fast bursts” based on stimulation.
We don’t see first what stands out. Instead, we look for differences.
We only see a few things at once.
We seek meaning and make connections.
We rely on connections, metaphors and visual signals to depend on what is expected.
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Questions to ask

by IBM Design

Guide to Chart Types

Purpose
•

Visualisation Guidelines
•

•

•

What problem are you trying to
address and why will data visualisation
help to solve it?

Audience
•

Who is the target user for your data
vis?

•

What does your user want to do with
their data?

•

What cultural, domain, or industryspecific needs does your user have for
the visualisation?

•

What user outcomes will indicate
you’ve been successful?

What goals do you hope to accomplish
with the vis?
What is the nature of your intention—
to make a point, tell a story, provide
deep exploration?
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Introduction

Designing a data vis goes beyond aesthetic exercise. If you’re getting a request to make a
data visualisation or believe it might be a valuable approach, try to answer a few of these
questions up front. Each topic is designed to help you and your stakeholders keep in mind
what’s involved in the process.
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Context

Data
•

Do you have a usable data set?

•

Are you designing mock-ups with real
data?

Visualisation Guidelines

•

Where will the data vis live — in
software or a website, a report or
presentation, an article or blog post?

•

Where will your user be when viewing
or exploring the data vis?

•

Is it going to be static or dynamic,
passively consumed or interactive?

Will the visualisation need to get
periodically updated?

•

What is your plan to make the
visualisation accessible?

•

What is your strategy for language
support?

Chart Types

•
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Data visualisation can be expressed in different forms. Charts are a common way of
expressing data, as they depict different data varieties and allow data comparison. The type
of chart you use depends primarily on two things: the data you want to communicate, and
what you want to convey about that data. The guidelines provide descriptions of various
different types of charts and their use cases.

Introduction

Designing a Data visualisation goes beyond an aesthetic exercise. If you’re getting a request
to make a Data visualisation or believe it might be a valuable approach, try to answer a few
of these questions up front. Each topic is designed to help you and your stakeholders keep in
mind what’s involved in the process.
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The information on the following pages has been acquired from various sources like:
klipfolio, infogram, hubspot
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What do you want to show?

Data over time

Relationship

Part-to-a-whole

Chart Types

Comparison

Introduction

Here you can find a list of charts categorised by their data visualisation functions or by what
you want a chart to communicate to an audience. While the allocation of each chart into
specific functions isn’t a perfect system, it still works as a useful guide for selecting chart
based on your analysis or communication needs.
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Introduction

Category comparison charts compare data between multiple distinct categories and to show
the differences or similarities between values. Comparison charts are used to compare the
magnitude of values to each other and can be used to easily find the lowest and highest
values in the data.
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Introduction

Visualisation methods that show data over a time period to display as a way to find trends
or changes over time. Showing a change over time for a measure is one of the fundamental
categories of visualisations.
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Introduction

When you are trying to find the frequency of events within a population, you are looking at
the distribution. If you are showing the number of respondents to a survey by age, or the
frequency of incoming calls by day, a distribution chart might be the best choice.
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Introduction

This shows a subset of data compared to thelarger whole. Part-to-whole relationships aren’t
just about how things are divided, it’s about how they’re divided in relation to their whole and
to each other. Part-to-Whole charts show how much of a whole an individual part takes up.
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Introduction

Relationship charts are used to show a connection or correlation between two or more
variables. These visualisations ups the ante from the Distribution charts. Here you are always
mapping two or three variables. The best guideline to follow in this case is rather clear cut: if
you have two variables and you want to add nominal or ordinal data to categorise your data,
then use colour. But if you’re adding a third variable that’s interval or ratio you can see that
size is better.
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Introduction

At some point or another, you’ve either seen, interacted with,
or built a bar chart before. Bar charts are such a popular
graph visualisation because of how easy you can scan
them for quick information. Bar charts organise data into
rectangular bars that make it a breeze to compare related
data sets. It shows the relationship between a numeric and
a categoric variable. Each entity of the categoric variable
is represented as a bar.
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Use a bar chart for the following reasons:
You want to compare two or more values in the same category.
You want to compare parts of a whole.
You don’t have too many groups (less than 10 works best).
You want to understand how multiple similar data sets relate to each other.

Chart Types

•
•
•
•

Don’t use a bar chart for the following reasons:
•
•

Visualisation Guidelines

The category you’re visualising only has one value associated with it.
You want to visualise continuous data.

Best practices for a bar chart visualisation
•
•
•
•

Data Vis in Code
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•

Use consistent colours and labeling throughout so that you can identify
relationships more easily. You want to visualise continuous data.
Simplify the length of the y-axis labels and don’t forget to start from 0 so you can
keep your data in order.
Use column charts for comparison if the number of categories is quite small — up
to five, but not more than seven categories.
Only use column charts to show trends if there are a reasonably-low number of
data points (less than 20) and if every data point has a clearly-visible value.
If one of your data dimensions is time — including years, quarters, months, weeks,
days, or hours — you should always set time dimension on the horizontal axis.
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Introduction

A histogram is a data visualisation that shows the
distribution of data over a continuous interval or certain
time period. It takes as input a numeric variable only. It’s
basically a combination of a vertical bar chart and a line
chart. Histograms give an estimate as to where values are
concentrated, what the extremes are and whether there are
any gaps or unusual values throughout your data set.
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Use a histogram for the following reasons:
•
•

To make comparisons in data sets over an interval or time.
To show a distribution of data.

Chart Types

Don’t use a histogram for the following reasons:
•

To compare 3 variables in data sets.

Best practices for a histogram visualisation

Visualisation Guidelines

•
•
•

Guidelines

Finding the story in your data
Psychology
Visual Features to Quantify
Elements
Text
Colours
Manage Tricky Situations
Accessibility
Do’s and Don’ts

Avoid bars that are too wide that can hide important details or too narrow
that can cause a lot of noise.
Use equal round numbers to create bar sizes.
Use consistent colours and labeling throughout so that you can identify.
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Line Chart
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Introduction

Like bar charts, line charts help to visualise data in a compact
and precise format which makes it easy to rapidly scan
information in order to understand trends. Line charts are
used to show resulting data relative to a continuous variable
(example- time). A line chart displays the evolution of one or
several numeric variables. Data points are connected by
straight line segments. A line chart is often used to visualise a
trend in data over intervals of time -thus the line is often
drawn chronologically.
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Use a line chart for the following reasons
You want to understand trends, patterns, and fluctuations in your data.
You want to compare different yet related data sets with multiple series.
You want to make projections beyond your data.

Chart Types

•
•
•

Don’t use a line chart for the following reasons:
•

Visualisation Guidelines

You want to demonstrate an in-depth view of your data.

Best practices for a line chart visualisation
•
•

Along with using a different colour for each category you’re comparing.
make sure you also use solid lines to keep the line chart clear and concise.
To avoid confusion, try not to compare more than 4 categories in one line
chart.
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Psychology
Visual Features to Quantify
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Accessibility
Do’s and Don’ts
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Area Chart
An area chart is very similar to a line graph but may do a
better job at highlighting the relative differences between
items. Use an area chart when you want to see how
different items stack up or contribute to the whole.
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Use an Area Chart for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

To make comparisons in data sets over an interval or time.
To show a distribution of data.
To show part -to-whole relations.
To analyse both overall and individual trend transformation.

Don’t use an Area Chart for the following reasons:
•

Visualisation Guidelines

To compare 3 variables in data sets.

Best practices for an Area Chart visualisation:

Finding the story in your data
Psychology
Visual Features to Quantify
Elements
Text
Colours
Manage Tricky Situations
Accessibility
Do’s and Don’ts

•
•
•

Use transparent colors so information isn’t obscured in the background.
Don’t display more than four categories to avoid clutter.
Organize highly variable data at the top of the chart to make it easy to
read relationships more easily.
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Pie and Donut chart
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Introduction

Pie charts are sometimes criticised for focusing readers on
the proportional areas of the slices to one another and to
the chart as a whole. This makes it tricky to see the
differences between slices, especially when you try to
compare multiple Pie Charts together. A donut chart is
essentially a Pie Chart with an area of the center cut out. A
Donut Chart somewhat remedies this problem by deemphasising the use of the area. Instead, readers focus more
on reading the length of the arcs, rather than comparing the
proportions between slices.
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Use a Pie/Donut chart for the following reasons:
Chart Types

•
•
•
•

You want to compare relative values.
You want to compare parts of a whole.
You want to rapidly scan metrics.
You want to understand how multiple similar data sets relate to each.

Don’t use a piechart for the following reasons:

Visualisation Guidelines

•

Best practices for a pie chart visualisation
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure that the pie slices add up to 100%. To make this easier, add the numerical

Data Vis in Code
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values and percentages to your pie chart.
Order the pieces of your pie according to size.
Use a pie chart if you have only up to 5 categories to compare. If you have too many
categories, you won’t be able to differentiate between the slices.
Pie charts and donut charts are impactful with small data sets.
It is also best to use pie charts when you want to show differences within groups
based on one variable.

Guidelines
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Visual Features to Quantify
Elements
Text
Colours
Manage Tricky Situations
Accessibility
Do’s and Don’ts

You want to precisely compare data.
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Introduction

Gauges typically only compare two values on a scale:
they compare a current value and a target value,
which often indicates whether your progress is either
good or bad, in the green or in the red.
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Use a gauge for the following reasons:
•

You want to track single metrics that have a clear, in the moment objective.

Chart Types

Don’t use a gauge for the following reasons:
•
•

You want to track multiple metrics.
You’re looking to visualise precise data points.

Best practices for a gauge visualisation

Visualisation Guidelines

•
•
•
•

Guidelines

Finding the story in your data
Psychology
Visual Features to Quantify
Elements
Text
Colours
Manage Tricky Situations
Accessibility
Do’s and Don’ts

Feel free to play around with the size and shape of the gauge. Whether it’s
an arc, a circle or a line, it’ll get the same job done.
Keep the colours consistent with what means “good” or “bad” for you and
your numbers.
Use consistent colours and labeling throughout so that you can identify
relationships more easily.
Simplify the length of the y-axis labels and don’t forget to start from 0 so
you can keep your data in order.
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Waterfall Chart
A waterfall chart is an information visualisation that should
be used to show how an initial value is affected by
interme-diate values and resulted in a final value. The
values can be either negative or positive.
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Use a waterfall chart for the following reasons:
•

To reveal the composition or makeup of a number.

•

Chart Types

Don’t use a waterfall chart for the following reasons:
You want to focus on more than one number or metric.

Best practices for a waterfall visualisation
•
•

Visualisation Guidelines

Guidelines

Finding the story in your data
Psychology
Visual Features to Quantify
Elements
Text
Colours
Manage Tricky Situations
Accessibility
Do’s and Don’ts

Use contrasting colours to highlight differences in data sets.
Choose warm colours to indicate increases and cool colours to indicate
decreases.
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Scatterplot
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Introduction

A scatter plot uses dots to represent values for two different
numeric variables. The position of each dot on the horizontal
and vertical axis indicates values for an individual data point.
Scatter plots are used to observe relationships between
variables.
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Use a scatterplot for the following reasons:
•
•

You want to show the relationship between two variables.
You want a compact data visualisation.

Chart Types

Don’t use a scatterplot for the following reasons:
•
•

You want to rapidly scan information.
You want clear and precise data points.

Best practices for a scatter plot visualisation

Visualisation Guidelines

•
•

Although trend lines are a great way to analyze the data on a scatterplot, ensure
you stick to 1 or 2 trend lines to avoid confusion.
Don’t forget to start at 0 for the y-axis.
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Visual Features to Quantify
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Sparkline
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Introduction

Sparklines are arguably the best data visualisation for
showing trends because of how compact they are.
They get the job done when it comes to painting a
picture for your audience fast. Though, it is important
to make sure your audience understands how to read
sparklines correctly to optimise their use.
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Use a sparkline for the following reasons:
•

Don’t use a sparkline for the following reasons:
•
•

Visualisation Guidelines

You want to plot multiple series.
You want to illustrate precise data points (i.e. individual values).

Chart Types

•

You can pair it with a metric that has a current status value tracked over a specific
time period.
You want to show a specific t end behind a metric.

Best practices for a sparkline visualisation
•
•

To assist with readability, consider adding indicators on the side that give a better
glimpse into the data.
Stick to one colour for your sparklines to keep them consistent on your dashboard
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Introduction

A bubble chart is similar to a scatter plot in that it can
show distribution or relationship. There is a third data set,
which is indicated by the size of the bubble or circle. Bubble
charts depict the weight of values by circle circumference
size. However, they differ in that they pack many different
values into one small space and only represent a single
measurement per category. They are useful when you want
to demonstrate how a handful of categories are highly
significant compared to a sea of insignificant ones.
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Use a bubble chart for the following reasons:
•

Chart Types

•

You can pair it with a metric that has a current status value tracked over a
specific time period.
You want to show a specific trend behind a metric.

Don’t use a bubble chart for the following reasons:
•
•

Visualisation Guidelines

You want to plot multiple series.
You want to illustrate precise data points (i.e. individual values).

Best practices for a bubble chart visualisation:
•
•

To assist with readability, consider adding indicators on the side that give a
better glimpse into the data, like in the example above
Stick to one colour for your sparklines to keep them consistent on your
dashboard
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Heat Map
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Introduction

A heat map or choropleth map is a data visualisation that
shows the relationship between two measures and
provides rating information. The rating information is
displayed using varying colours or saturation and can
exhibit ratings such as high to low or bad to awesome, and
needs improvement to working well. It can also be a
thematic map in which the area inside recognised
boundaries is shaded in proportion to the data being
represented.
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Use a heat map for the following reasons:
To show a relationship between two measures.
To illustrate an important detail.
To use a rating system.

Chart Types

•
•
•

Don’t use a heat map for the following reasons:
•

To visualise individual, unconnected metrics.

Best practices for a heat map visualisation:

Visualisation Guidelines

•
•
•

Use a simple outline to avoid distracting from the data.
Use a single colour in varying shades to show changes in data.
Avoid using multiple patterns.

Guidelines
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by Geckoboard

In a world where data really matters, we all want to create effective charts. But data
visualisation is rarely taught in schools, or covered in on-the-job training. Most of us learn as
we go along, and therefore we often make choices or mistakes that confuse and disorient our
audience.
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From overcomplicating or overdressing our charts, to conveying an entirely inaccurate
message, there are common design pitfalls that can easily be avoided. We’ve put together
these pointers to help you create simpler charts that effectively get across the meaning of
your data.

Keep it simple

People tend to question their intelligence and blame themselves when they have difficulty
interpreting a graph. But in most cases, it’s not people’s fault, it’s the design’s.

Visualisation Guidelines

Chart Types

Charts are all about making data accessible to a broad audience. This doesn’t mean you need
to over-simplify or dumb things down — just be direct and get your point across without
overcomplicating things.

Present Facts

Finding the story in your data
Psychology
Visual Features to Quantify
Elements
Text
Colours
Manage Tricky Situations
Accessibility
Do’s and Don’ts

Guidelines

“Most people will believe whatever you tell them as long as a chart is involved,” researchers
found in a 2014 study “Blinded with science.” Given the persuasive power of charts, it’s
important we use them correctly and put our audience’s best interests at the heart of our
design. There are many different ways a chart can accidentally communicate the wrong
message, distort the truth, or make the data difficult, if not impossible, to decipher and
consume quickly.
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Start from nothing
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Bar charts are great for comparisons. To judge their end points, the bars should
begin at a zero baseline.
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Visualisation Guidelines
For people to draw meaningful conclusions from a bar graph, the bars have to be presented
in full. To do this, you need to start your vertical axis at zero.
Bar charts are generally easy to read because they “ask” our eyes to do a simple thing:
compare the relative heights of the bars. But if we show just the tips of the bars to exaggerate
differences in the data, our audience loses the ability to make useful visual comparisons.
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“Truncation equals misrepresentation,” writes Dona M. Wong. So people are either misled
and take away the wrong message, or end up having to read the numbers, which defeats the
purpose of the chart.
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Distorted reality
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Line charts often show a trend. Stretching the height of the graph can create fake drama, while
stretching the width can underplay it.
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Visualisation Guidelines
Similar to a stretched or squished photo, a chart’s dimensions — or its aspect ratio — can
change the image that we’re presenting. But while you usually can’t get away with a wrong
aspect ratio in a photo, a distorted one in a chart can easily go unnoticed. Whether this
results in an overblown or understated message, it just misleads your audience.
“There is no single rule to follow in terms of how high or wide to make the graph, but a useful
notion involves ‘banking to 45°,’ whereby the average slope angle across your chart heads
towards 45°,” writes data visualisation specialist Andy Kirk. This is probably impractical to
measure, but judging by eye tends to do the trick.
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Size matters

What is Data Visualisation?
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It’s harder to compare areas or volumes than lengths. To avoid people getting the wrong
impression, use them as a last resort.
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Guidelines

When we’re asked to judge and compare two dimensions at once, for example, two circles,
we rarely make accurate estimates. We usually underestimate the size of the bigger circles
and overestimate the size of the smaller ones. This happens because we instinctively judge
the lengths or widths of the shapes and not their areas.
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“The geometric accuracy of the size calculations is paramount,” writes Andy Kirk. When
building or reading a proportional shape chart, it’s useful to remember a simple rule: when
we double the height of a circle we actually quadruple — not double — its area. And just
bear in mind, if you decide to make your circles appear as 3D spheres, you’re no longer
representing area but volume.
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Over the rainbow
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Use colour to communicate information and not for decoration. Too many colours can confuse
and disorient.
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Visualisation Guidelines
When designing a graph, colour can be both your friend and your enemy. Depending on how
we use it, it can either gracefully highlight data and show a change, or create visual overload
and confuse the audience.
“When any colour appears as a contrast to the norm, our eyes pay attention, and our brains
attempt to assign meaning to that difference,” writes data visualisation expert Stephen Few.
Too many meanings, or colours, just blur your message and throw people off-track.
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“Admit colours into charts gracefully, as you would receive in-laws into your home,” says
Dona M. Wong.
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Also, using different coloured elements, like bars or lines, may be illegible for colourblind
readers. For this reason, you can either vary the intensities or add a symbol or number to
make it clear for these readers.
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Spark the ink

What is Data Visualisation?
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Background, borders, shading, dark grid lines and needless labels are your enemies. Banish them
to draw attention to the data.
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To get this point across, American statistician, Edward Tufte, in one of his most influential
books, coined the term ‘chartjunk’: “The interior decoration of graphics generates a lot of
ink that does not tell the viewer anything new. The purpose of decoration varies — to make
the graphic appear more scientific and precise, to enliven the display, to give the designer
an opportunity to exercise artistic skills. Regardless of its cause, it is all non-data-ink or
redundant data-ink, and it is often chartjunk.”
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The simple solution is to use the least amount of ink to communicate your message, and
remove anything that’s distracting. This way, you’ll make your data and your graph stand out.
As Alberto Cairo says: “white space isn’t empty space.”
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A dimension too far

What is Data Visualisation?
Turn numbers into narratives
Principles
Process
Questions to Ask

Unless you’re actually plotting the third dimension, don’t use 3D. It skews the data and makes
comparisons harder.
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Visualisation Guidelines
Most data visualisation experts agree that use of 3D special effects is, at best, an unnecessary
and, at worst, a disorienting and confusing element. It “distorts the viewer’s ability to read
values within any degree of acceptable accuracy,” writes Andy Kirk.
There’s something very appealing about fancy 3D charts. However, in most cases, the third
dimension — or depth — is purely decorative, and makes it difficult for people to process the
data. In a 3D chart, the back part looks smaller in relation to the front, or is even hidden by
it, which makes judgments of values and comparisons almost impossible. Also, people don’t
know which point on the 3D shape to measure against the axis scale.
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3D charts, in most circumstances, are just a waste of time and effort for both you and your
audience.
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Stick to the point
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Extra decimal places look impressive and imply accuracy, but they’re often pointless. So, take a
step back and round numbers off before plotting.
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Visualisation Guidelines
Overstating the numerical precision of your data by showing too many decimal places can
make your chart seem accurate, but this specificity is just misleading. Even when you don’t
exaggerate the precision of your data, and your numbers are genuinely accurate, overloading
your audience with such detail is often useless.
“Selecting the appropriate level of precision for numbers boils down to a single design
practice: the level of precision should not exceed the level needed to serve your
communication objectives and the needs of your readers,” writes Stephen Few.
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Just remember, when using less precision than is available, it’s important you keep your
audience in the loop.
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Avoid mysteries
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Text is your friend. Thoughtful use of labels means no one’s in the dark. Every chart and every
axis need at least a title.
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Visualisation Guidelines
Annotation is the most straightforward, but often the most neglected, step in making a graph
accessible. Adding the right text, that’s brief and relevant, helps people use their brainpower
to understand the data rather than figure out the chart.
“Text plays a number of roles in communicating with data: use it to label, introduce, explain,
reinforce, highlight, recommend and tell a story,” suggests Cole Nussbaumer Knaflic.
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The basic types of labeling include chart titles, axis titles, axis labels or scales, which appear
around the graph, plus data labels that mark specifics inside the chart. Units of measurement
and data sources are frequently overlooked, but they also play a key role in removing the
guesswork when people interpret your graph. Just remember, words are there to help, not to
hijack the attention from the data.
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A tale of two stories
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Charting two sets of data with one scale on the left and another on the right can be confusing,
and suggests a relationship that may not exist.
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Visualisation Guidelines
It’s relatively easy and sometimes helpful to plot multiple sets of data using a common
horisontal axis if all the data is expressed with the same unit of measure. But if they use
different units, you’ll need to add a secondary vertical axis on the right of the chart.
This display requires time and effort from the audience to decode and understand which
data should be read against which axis. But even if they solve this puzzle, they’re tempted to
compare the magnitudes of values between the two sets of data, which is meaningless given
that the scales and units of the data are different, says Stephen Few.
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As a general rule, try to avoid squeezing too much data in a small space. To tell an elaborate
story, it’s better to use two or more charts.
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Stand on the right
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Tables are good for looking up individual numbers. But, to help people scan and compare them,
align whole numbers flush right
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Visualisation Guidelines
It’s relatively easy and sometimes helpful to plot multiple sets of data using a common
horisontal axis if all the data is expressed with the same unit of measure. But if they use
different units, you’ll need to add a secondary vertical axis on the right of the chart.
This display requires time and effort from the audience to decode and understand which
data should be read against which axis. But even if they solve this puzzle, they’re tempted to
compare the magnitudes of values between the two sets of data, which is meaningless given
that the scales and units of the data are different, says Stephen Few.
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As a general rule, try to avoid squeezing too much data in a small space. To tell an elaborate
story, it’s better to use two or more charts.
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Back to basics
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With charts, simpler is always better. To keep things even clearer, when you have one or two
values, just show the numbers.
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Visualisation Guidelines
We often ask ourselves: what kind of graph should I use? Most data visualisation experts
agree that it’s always better to use graphic forms that people are familiar with. Bars, lines,
tables, or just a number, in most cases, are the most efficient ways to show your data to the
world, with the minimal amount of effort and space used.
“The fact that you have some numbers does not mean that you need a graph,” underlines
Cole Nussbaumer Knaflic. When we try to present just one or two numbers on a chart, the
medium steals the attention from the data. Showing the number directly is much simpler and
truly impactful.
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Psychology

by IBM Design

Gestalt theory explains how the brain reliably groups and divides elements based on their
common visual features. These perception principles for grouping elements can help you
construct a data visualisation based on human cognition.
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Similarity
Elements are perceived as groups depending on
the visual characteristics they share—like colour
or value.

Chart Types

Proximity
Stronger than similarity, the human eye perceives

Visualisation Guidelines
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Enclosure
Introduced by Palmer in 1992, the common regions principle shows how enclosing elements in
other elements helps people see individual items
as distinct groups.
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Visual Features to Quantify Elements
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Position on common scale

15

Because we share a common spatial reference system, position is
the easiest feature to recognise and evaluate about elements in
space. In bar charts and scatter plots, for example, elements are
evaluated with the smallest amount of effort.
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Introduction

Visual variables and chart typologies have been studied to understand how the human brain
deals and navigates them. A 1984 study by William Cleveland and Robert McGill ranks the
most common aspects two shapes can have based on how easily the human brain detects
differences between them. They ordered the following visual features from the most to least
recognisable:
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Separate scales, even if not aligned, are easy to evaluate and to
compare. The same axis repeated in a different position does not
lose the visualisation’s readability.
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Bar charts are easy to understand because human brain
recognises, proportions and evaluates lengths easier than many
other dimensions. Length interpretation is affected, but not
compromised, even if objects are not aligned.
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Direction

What is Data Visualisation?
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The human eye recognises the direction of lines with ease,
making this aspect the strength of line and trend charts. In this
case, implied continuity is perfectly suited to represent temporal
data and changes over time.
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Angle
Angles provide a sense of proportion and help people make
comparisons. Even if angles are considered harder to read than
lengths, studies show how there is no significant differences, for
example, in comparing pie charts or stacked bar charts.

Chart Types

Area
Harder than length to understand, area is the amount of space
an element occupies. It requires more time to process and
interpret. When you add this dimension, always scale values to
the surface of the shapes you are using.

Visualisation Guidelines

Volume
Significantly more complicated, volumes imply the use of 3D
which, if displayed in a 2D environment, prevent users from
understanding the accurate numbers they represent. Like areas,
scale values to the volume of the objects you are using.
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Curvature
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Curves make it harder to recognise and evaluate due to the lack
of linear length and common land marks.
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Shading
Varying shades show differentiation, but are extremely
hard to recognise and compare. Different values are easily
misunderstood especially when they represent close values.

Colour Saturation
Mostly used to show scale of values, colour saturation results are
hard to evaluate precisely.
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Text

Reach

by IBM Design

Good use of typography in charts is essential: numbers and labels give context and reference
points to understanding data. However, data carries the main message and typography
should never distract or dominate. Typography purely helps in presenting the information.
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Title, labels, legend
Establish a clear hierarchy between all typographic elements, such as titles, descriptions,
labels, legends, and tooltips. Create a solid and thoughtful structure:

Chart Types

• Use bold type only to emphasise something.
• Use type rotation only if strictly necessary.
• Keep labels concise.
• Use a legend only when space is tight; otherwise, consider labeling elements directly.
• Calibrate label behaviors and size, considering overlapping.

Table
Tables are the textual counterpart of a data visualisation, and they’re often used to solve
accessibility issues.
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Guidelines

• Never align left whole numbers; always align them right.
• Always align number on the decimal point.
• Never order entries randomly; they must be sorted according to one field.
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Colours

by IBM Design

As one of the most powerful sensory cues, colour can be a highly influential visual property.
When using colour, you must first consider how colour is communicating meaning. Choose
colours strategically:

Guide to Chart Types

Colour can be used to label and categorise elements, to measure quantities, to show intervals, and to highlight key items.

Introduction

• Never use different colours to represent the same kind of data.
• Use contrasting colours to show contrasting data, and complementary colours for complementary data.
• Use similar colours for groups of data.
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Colour schemes for nominal data typically use different hues to identify discrete categories.
Select distinctive colours from a limited range of lightness grades to avoid implying levels
of magnitude. It’s important to ensure that there is enough contrast between the colours so
that they are easily distinguishable.
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18-25 yo
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Sort

What is Data Visualisation?
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Data that progresses from low to high (rather than identifying categories) can be communicated with a sequential colour scheme. Use light colours for low data values and dark colours for high data values. These schemes are colour blind-safe. Single-hue schemes can be
created using grades of a single colour.
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Diverging

Introduction

Data that progresses outward from a middle value can be represented with a diverging
scheme. Use light colours for the middle data value and dark colours for the end values.
These schemes need to be specifically tested for colour blindness accessibility. Diverging
schemes should be multi-hued, blending between three colours, where the middle is between the two extremes.
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Accessibility
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by IBM Design

Making data visualisation accessible to everyone is crucial, especially when designing visual
analytics tools to help people understand phenomena and make strategic decisions.

Guide to Chart Types

Low vision
For people who are blind, include text descriptions of any meaningful images that can be
read by assistive technology (screen readers). A person with low vision is still able to perceive visual insights with the help of accessibility features and considerations.
• Provide the opportunity to increase the size of elements and focus on particular areas by
zooming and magnifying.
• Follow the WCAG 2.0 Level AA guidelines for contrast — high contrast is crucial to improve
legibility. Body text should have a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1 (and large text should be at
least 3:1) against its background colour.
• Include textual content to provide alternatives to visual information (especially colour).
• Use captions and always provide a table version of the visualisation.
• Allow keyboard alternatives for navigating graphical user interfaces.
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Here are some things to keep in mind when designing for people with visual impairments.
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Colour blind
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The two most common forms of colour blindness are deuteranomaly and deuteranopia
— which together account for about 6% of men, and protanomaly and protanopia, which
account for another 2%. Tritanopia is very rare, and affects less than 0.001% of men.
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Normal colour version
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Tritanopia

Normal colour version

Chart Types

Simulation
For those affected the two most difficult colours to distinguish are green and red. Stressing
the contrast between dark and light values is a good way to make the colours recognisable.
While hue and saturation have minimal effect on legibility, brightness differences are far
more perceptible.
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Easily distinguishable formats (like bar charts or treemaps) or markers (as used in scatter
plots or maps) can supplement colour to express information. Those work perfectly, even in
black and white, and reduce problems for people with colour blindness.
Remember, the best way to support accessibility for all visual disabilities is to provide
alternatives to visual information (especially colour), using text and tabular versions of the
visualisation.
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Do’s and Don’ts
1. Time axis - When using time in charts, set it on the horizontal axis. Time should run from
left to right. Do not skip values (time periods), even if there are no values.
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2. Proportional values- The numbers in a chart (displayed as bar, area, bubble, or other
physically measured element in the chart) should be directly proportional to the numerical
quantities presented.
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3. Data-Ink Ratio - Remove any excess information, lines, colours, and text from a chart
that does not add value.
4. Sorting - For column charts, to enable easier comparison, sort your data in ascending or
descending order by the value, not alphabetically. This applies also to pie charts.
5. Legend - You don’t need a legend if you have only one data category.

Chart Types

6. Labels - Use labels directly on the line, column, bar, pie, etc., whenever possible, to avoid
indirect look-up.
7. Infl tion adjustment - When using monetary values in a long-term series, make sure to
adjust for inflation.
8. Colours - In any chart, don’t use more than six colours.
9. Colours - For comparing the same value at different time periods, use the same colour in
a different intensity (from light to dark).

Visualisation Guidelines

10. Colours - For different categories, use different colours. The most widely used colours
are black, white, red, green, blue, and yellow.
11. Colours - Keep the same colour palette or style for all charts in the series, and same axes
and labels for similar charts to make your charts consistent and easy to compare.
12. Colours - Check how your charts would look when printed out in grayscale. If you cannot distinguish colour differences, you should change hue and saturation of colours.
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13. Colours - Seven to 10 percent of men have colour deficiency. Keep that in mind when
creating charts, ensuring they are readable for colour-blind people. Use Vischeck to test
your images. Or, try to use colour palettes that are friendly to colour-blind people.
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14. Data Complexity -Don’t add too much information to a single chart. If necessary, split
data in two charts, use highlighting, simplify colours, or change chart type. Credit: Junkcharts
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What is a data dashboard?
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Chart Types

How do data dashboards work?
Firstly, users need to know that dashboard definition is dependent on the role it plays
within an organisation. Everyone uses data dashboards differently. Not all business
dashboards serve the same purpose, which is why it’s important users understand what
KPIs to track and why. This section will answer the following questions:

Visualisation Guidelines

Introduction

A data dashboard is an information management tool that visually tracks, analyzes and
displays key performance indicators (KPI), metrics and key data points to monitor the health
of a business, department or specific process. They are customisable to meet the specific
needs of a department and company. Behind the scenes, a dashboard connects to your
files, attachments, services and API’s, but on the surface displays all this data in the form of
tables, line charts, bar charts and gauges. A data dashboard is the most efficient way to track
multiple data sources because it provides a central location for businesses to monitor and
analyze performance. Real-time monitoring reduces the hours of analyzing and long line of
communication that previously challenged businesses.
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• What kinds of business questions do dashboards answer?
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• What type of data are tracked on dashboards?
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• How are dashboards interactive?
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Why should your business visualise data on a
dashboard?

What is Data Visualisation?
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Principles
Process
Questions to Ask
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1. Monitor Multiple KPIs and Metrics at Once
With dashboards, users are able to dig deeper into the big
picture to correlate this impact alongside specific KPIs and
metrics to understand what works and what doesn’t. Whether
your businesses data is stored on a web service, attachment
or API, a dashboard pulls this information and allows you to
monitor all your data in one central location. Additionally,
dashboards are capable of correlate data from different
sources in a single visualisation if the user so chooses.
By monitoring multiple KPIs and metrics on one central
dashboard, users can make adjustments to their business
practices in real time.
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Introduction

Most businesses use multiple services to track KPIs and metrics, which takes up time
and resources to properly monitor and analyze. Dashboards use raw data from these
sources, spreadsheets and databases to create tables, line charts, bar charts and gauges
in a central dashboard that users can look at and immediately understand the key metrics
they are looking for. Data dashboards simplify end of month reporting by allowing users to
communicate information at any time without hours of preparation and analyzing.
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2. Easy to read
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Guidelines

Dashboards display KPIs and metrics using visualisations like
tables, line charts, bar charts and gauges. Effective dashboard
design utilises colours, symbols and visualisations to highlight
important data points This allows users to quickly scan a
dashboard and get the information they need without sifting
through spreadsheets, emails, or signing into a web service.
Data dashboards are useful because they visualise information
in a way that is accessible to everyone. Even if you don’t work
in marketing, eg, you can understand their numbers. This is
key: You do not have to be an analyst to use and understand a
data dashboard.
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3. Cloud Accessibility - Share you dashboard
With Everyone
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4. Dashboards make reporting more efficient
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In addition, dashboards allow for constant communication between all levels of a business.
Data dashboards can be accessed by as many users as a business chooses, so need to know
information is at everyone’s fingertips. No longer do executives and managers need to request data from analysts. Analysts can work in the background to ensure a smooth operation,
while users access this information whenever they want.

Guidelines

Data dashboards save time. Users no longer need to go to
multiple, disconnected, sources to track their data. Getting
the data, creating a spreadsheet, generating and designing the
report, and sharing it -- dashboards do all this automatically.
There are a number of reasons why reporting is typically
done at the end of the month, one being because it takes up
time and resources. All you need to do is invest a bit of time
setting up your dashboard, which is peanuts compared to
what a typical manual reporting will take. Dashboards can
automatically generate reports with it’s data, at anytime,
anywhere. No longer do users need to gather, analyze and
format data. You can create PDF, email and live reports using
a dashboard: choose the KPI you want to analyze, select your
report format and present.
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Introduction

A dashboard keeps every member of a business on the
same page. Users can share dashboards in real-time and
periodically. Dashboards bring a business’s data to the cloud,
making key metrics and KPIs accessible to your entire time
on desktop, mobile and tablet. There are a number of ways
to share data dashboards: on wallboard tv’s, email reports,
printable reports or direct access. Users can create a public
link to their dashboard which gives anyone access, or through
private link that allows only those with the link to access
your data. It has become increasingly popular to display
dashboards on wallboard tv’s in offices as a way to keep
everyone on the same page about performance and objectives.
Data dashboards are becoming increasingly common because
they allow for virtual work environments and make it easier
for teams to collaborate.
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We live in an era of data explosion, when nearly every application we develop uses or
leverages data to improve the experience delivered to the users.
Sometimes, the best feature we can deliver to our users is the data itself. However, table and
number charts are often tiring to read and it can be hard to draw actionable insights from
large data tables.
Instead, we can use neat data visualisation methods that leverage the brain’s ability to
identify and process data in a visual way. To help you get started and easily add beautiful
data visualisation to your favorite application, here are some of the best Javascript data
visualisation libraries.
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Bar chart
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Line chart
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Introduction

Multiple ways. You can upload computer files the old fashioned way, pull in data from
web services like Facebook and Google Analytics, push in data from API, or as an email
attachment, and access data from databases and servers. If the data dashboard you are
using does not have a pre-built connector for your data source, you can still connect to a
dashboard. For example, you can upload CSV or Excel files. Learn more about building an
Excel dashboard.
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Recharts

Recharts is a chart library build with React and D3 that lets
you deploy as declarative React components. The library
provides native SVG support, lightweight dependency tree
(D3 submodules) is highly customisable via component
props. You can find live examples in the docs website.

Guidelines

ThreeJS

This incredibly popular library (45K stars; 1K
contributors) in built for creating 3d animations using
WebGL. The project’s flexible and abstract nature means
it’s also useful for visualising data in 2 or 3 dimensions.
For example You can also use this designated module
for 3D graph visualisation with WebGL, or try this online
playground. Interesting choice to consider.
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An extremely popular (40k stars) library of open source
HTML 5 charts for responsive web applications using
the canvas element. V.2 provides mixed chart-types,
new chart axis types, and beautiful animations. Designs
are simple and elegant with 8 basic chart types, and
you can combine the library with moment.js for time
axis. You can also check out the library on cdnjs.

Chart Types

ChartJS

At 80k stars D3.js is probably the most popular and
extensive Javascript data visualisation library out there.
D3 is built for manipulating documents based on data
and bring data to life using HTML, SVG, and CSS. D3’s
emphasis on web standards gives you the capabilities
of modern browsers without coupling to a proprietary
framework, combining visualisation components and a
data-driven approach to DOM manipulation. It allows
you to bind arbitrary data to a Document Object Model
(DOM), and then apply data-driven transformations to
the document. Here’s a great example gallery.
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MetricGraphics

Visualisation Guidelines

C3js

A 10k stars Javascript “vector library” for working with
vector graphics in the web. The library uses the SVG W3C
Recommendation and VML as a base for creating graphics,
so every graphical object is also a DOM object and you can
attach JavaScript event handlers. Raphaël currently supports
Firefox 3.0+, Safari 3.0+, Chrome 5.0+, Opera 9.5+ and
Internet Explorer 6.0+.
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At 8k stars C3 is a D3-based reusable chart library for web
applications. The library provides classes to every element
so you can define a custom style by the class and extend the
structure directly by D3. It also provides a variety of APIs and
callbacks to access the state of the chart. By using them, you
can update the chart even after it’s rendered. Take a look at
these examples.
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MetricsGraphics.js (7k stars) is a library optimised for
visualising and laying out time-series data. It’s relatively
small (80kb minified), and provides a narrow yet elegant
selection of line charts, scatterplots, histograms, bar charts
and data tables, as well as features like rug plots and basic
linear regression. Here’s a link to an interactive example
gallery.

Chart Types

Raphael

Baidu’s Echarts project (30k stars) is an interactive charting
and visualisation library for the browser. It’s written in pure
JavaScript and is based on the zrender canvas library. It
supports rendering charts in the form of Canvas, SVG (4.0+),
and VML In addition to PC and mobile browsers, ECharts can
also be used with node-canvas on node for efficient serverside rendering (SSR). Here’s a link to the full example gallery,
where each example can be played with (and themed) in an
interactive playground.
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Some concluding thoughts,
Visualising your data can be both fun and challenging. It is much
easier to understand information in a visual compared to a large
table with lots of rows and columns. However, with the many
visually exciting choices available, it is possible that you may end up
presenting the information using the wrong visualisation. In some
cases, there are specific visuals you should use for certain data. In
other instances, your audience may dictate which visualisation you
present. In the latter scenario, showing your audience an alternative
visual that conveys the data more clearly may provide just the
information that’s needed to truly understand the data.
You can choose the most appropriate visualisation by understanding
the data and its composition, what information you are trying to
convey visually to your audience, and how viewers process visual
information. You just need to help your data find its visual match.
Once that's done, you can start pinpointing key insights and trends.
When data visualisations are put together on a dashboard with a
data visualisation tool, these visualisations become magic in helping
people understand what is going on in their business that is
impacting them. Or not impacting them.
It’s also important to mention that data visualisations are not limited
to certain colours, icons and overall design. You’re the designer
here; your visual preferences can make a difference when telling
your story.
Data visualisation isn’t going away any time soon, so it’s important
to build a foundation of analysis and storytelling and exploration
that you can carry with you regardless of the tools or software you
end up using.

When data visualisations are
put together on a dashboard
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these visualisations become
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in their business that is
impacting them. Or not
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Data visualisation isn’t
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it’s important to build a
foundation of analysis and
storytelling and exploration
that you can carry with you
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All you need to
know about Reach
Reach is a data specialist in the field of monitoring
and evaluation of social sector programmes. We're
here to improve the quality of work in the social
sector, focusing on data-driven decision making
and reporting.
Our vision is for social sector organisations to
- Capture Data Intelligently.
- Consume Data Effortlessly.
- Communicate Data Meaningfully.

We provide lean,
yet powerful
solutions to
improve existing
programmes or
implement
new ones.

We have the privilege of supporting some incredible organisations who make signicant impact in their
fields. Their work is undoubtedly good.

Our aim is to make good work better.
READ MORE

